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Academic Conferences Ltd:

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 19TH 2019. (ECDG 2019)
Held 24-25 November 2019, Nicosia, Cyprus.
Softcover 280(approx) pages 9781510899018 Kaya, T.
List Price 104

E-LEARNING. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 18TH 2019. (ECEL 2019)
Held 7-8 November 2019, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Softcover 728(approx) pages 9781510899025 Orngreen, R. et al.
List Price 158

GAMES BASED LEARNING. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 13TH 2019. (ECGBL 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 3-4 October 2019, Odense, Denmark.
Softcover 1,132(approx) pages 9781510899032 Eleaek, L. et al.
List Price 165

IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 2019. (ECIAIR 2019)
Held 31 October - 1 November 2019, Oxford, UK.
Softcover 512(approx) pages 9781510899049 Griffiths, P. et al.
List Price 121

MANAGEMENT, LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 15TH 2019. (ECMLG 2019)
Held 14-15 November 2019, Porto, Portugal.
Softcover 534(approx) pages 9781510899056 Mesquita, A. et al.
List Price 121

American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE):

PLANT SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY, BIOENGINEERING AND BIOTECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE.
2ND 2018.
Held 29 November - 1 December 2018, Clearwater, Florida, USA.
Softcover 40 pages 9781510896796
List Price 58

American Society for Precision Engineering (ASPE):

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PRECISION ENGINEERING. ANNUAL MEETING. 34TH 2019.
Held 28 October - 1 November 2019, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.
Softcover 509 pages 9781510896208
List Price 158

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE):

LIVESTOCK ENVIRONMENT SYMPOSIUM. INTERNATIONAL. 10TH 2018. (ILES X)
Held 25-27 September 2018, Omaha, Nebraska, USA.
Softcover 822(approx) pages 9781510896895
List Price 165

Applied Mechanics Laboratory:

COMPOSITE MATERIALS. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE. 18TH 2018. (ECCM-18) (8 VOLS)
Held 25-28 June 2018, Athens, Greece.
Softcover 6,816(approx) pages 9781510896932
List Price 495
Atlantis Press:

ADMINISTRATION SCIENCE. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2019. (ICAS 2019) OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF GOVERNMENT FOR INNOVATION AND PARTNERSHIP BASED ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 343
Held 30 April 2019, Bandung, Indonesia.
Softcover 553 pages 9781510892255 Abdullah, A. G. et al.
List Price 331

APPLIED LINGUISTICS. CONFERENCE. 11TH 2018. (CONAPLIN 11) TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 254
Softcover 572 pages 9781510889590 Kurniawan, E. et al.
List Price 331

Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 324
Held 25-27 February 2019, Moscow, Russia.
Softcover 516 pages 9781510888944 Rumbal, I. et al.
List Price 331

ARTS, DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (ICADCE 2019) (2 PARTS)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 341
Held 14-16 May 2019, Moscow, Russia.
Softcover 1,093 pages 9781510892231 Rumbal, I. et al.
List Price 594

BANKING, ACCOUNTING, MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2018. (ICOBAME 2018)
Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research Volume 86
Softcover 282 pages 9781510889569 Nurim, Y. et al.
List Price 263

COMPETITIVE, SUSTAINABLE AND SAFE DEVELOPMENT OF THE REGIONAL ECONOMY. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (CSSDRE 2019)
Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research Volume 83
Held 15-17 May 2019, Volgograd, Russia.
Softcover 667 pages 9781510888487 Tikhonovich, E. et al.
List Price 399

CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION AND SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT. 2019. (ICCESD 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 332
Held 20-21 July 2019, Jinan, China.
Softcover 263 pages 9781510890688 Shi, J. et al.
List Price 263

CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 4TH 2019. (ICCESSH 2019) (3 PARTS)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 329
Held 17-19 May 2019, Moscow, Russia.
Softcover 2,204 pages 9781510890664 Zhang, Y. et al.
List Price 630
CONTROL, AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2018. (CAAI 2018)
Allardis Highlights in Intelligent Systems Volume 1
Held 26-27 August 2018, Beijing, China.
Softcover 257 pages 9781510889019 Luevanos Rojas, A. et al.
List Price 263

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES. BANDUNG CREATIVE MOVEMENT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2018. (BCM 2018)
DESIGN FLUX OF INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 4.0, HUMANIZE DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 197
Held 12 November 2018, Bandung, Indonesia.
Softcover 580 pages 9781510889576 Wulandari, R. et al.
List Price 399

ECONOMY, MANAGEMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (ICOEME 2019)
Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research Volume 85
Held 14-15 May 2019, Voronezh, Russia.
Softcover 811 pages 9781510889552 Rumbal, I. et al.
List Price 462

EDUCATION RESEARCH AND SOCIAL SCIENCE. INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR. 2ND 2019. (ISERSS 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 322
Softcover 636 pages 9781510889606 Hauer, T. et al.
List Price 399

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (ICECSD 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 344
Held 28-30 June 2019, Guilin, China.
Softcover 490 pages 9781510892262 Chen, X. et al.
List Price 331

EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2018. (ESIC 2018) 21ST CENTURY EDUCATIONAL SCIENCES, ISSUES ON CHALLENGES TOWARDS INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 4.0
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 224
Softcover 149 pages 9781510889583 Nurhadi, M.
List Price 200

EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2018. (ICES 2018)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 214
Held 8 October 2018, Bandung, Indonesia.
Softcover 242 pages 9781510890657 Hufad, A. et al.
List Price 263

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (EEE 2019)
Advances in Engineering Research Volume 185
Held 26-27 May 2019, Hangzhou, China.
Softcover 305 pages 9781510890633 Jakobczak, D. J. et al.
List Price 263
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING, LITERATURE, AND TRANSLATION. UNNES INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 7TH 2018. (ELLT 2018) ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING, LITERATURE, AND TRANSLATION IN DIGITAL ERA: CHALLENGES AND PRACTICES
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 188
Held 6-7 October 2018, Semarang, Indonesia.
Softcover 385 pages 9781510888920 Priyatmojo, A. S. et al.
List Price 331

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (ICHSSR 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 319
Held 26-28 April 2019, Guilin, China.
Softcover 605 pages 9781510888289 Du, X. et al.
List Price 462

HUMANITIES SCIENCE AND SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 4TH 2019. (ICHSSD 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 328
Held 24-26 May 2019, Xiamen, China.
Softcover 625 pages 9781510889613 Ahmad, M. F. et al.
List Price 399

INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY IN THE MODERN GEOPOLITICAL ENVIRONMENT. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2019. (ISMG E 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 331
Held 23-29 May 2019, Volgograd, Russia.
Softcover 751 pages 9781510890671 Shamne, N. L. et al.
List Price 399

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2018. (ICOIESE-18) INTEGRATED AND COLLABORATIVE SYSTEM: A STRATEGIC STEP TOWARDS SMART ENTERPRISE
Atlantis Highlights in Engineering Volume 2
Softcover 396 pages 9781510889999 Andrawina, L. et al.
List Price 331

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CONFERENCE. JOINT INTERNATIONAL. 3RD 2018. (JIMEC 2018)
Atlantis Highlights in Engineering Volume 3
Held 15-16 December 2018, Chongqing, China.
Softcover 334 pages 9781510890002 Xu, B.
List Price 263

INNOVATION AND EDUCATION, LAW AND SOCIAL SCIENCES. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 1ST 2019. (IELSS 2019)
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 342
Held 12-13 July 2019, Shenyang, China.
Softcover 586 pages 9781510892248 Ma, Z. P. et al.
List Price 399

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT INNOVATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 6TH 2019. (MSMI 2019)
Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research Volume 84
Held 17-18 May 2019, Changsha, China.
Softcover 276 pages 9781510888913 Chen, X.
List Price 263
MANAGEMENT, ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (ICMESD 2019)  
Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research Volume 87  
Held 21-22 June 2019, Suzhou, China.  
Softcover 533 pages 9781510890640 Chen, X. et al.  
List Price 331

PSYCHOLOGY OF EXTREME PROFESSIONS. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC-PRACTICAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (ISPCPEP 2019)  
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 321  
Held 27-29 June 2019, Arkhangelsk and Solovki Island, Russia.  
Softcover 241 pages 9781510888500 Korneeva, Y.  
List Price 263

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND CHARACTER EDUCATIONS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2018. (ICOSSCE-2018)  
AND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL STUDIES, MORAL, AND CHARACTER EDUCATION, ICSMC-2018)  
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 323  
Softcover 380 pages 9781510888937 Wardana, A. et al.  
List Price 331

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (ICSEAL 2019)  
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research Volume 318  
Held 23-24 March 2019, Prague, Czech Republic.  
Softcover 453 pages 9781510888272 Strielkowski, W.  
List Price 331

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (SEEIE 2019)  
Advances in Engineering Research Volume 184  
Held 24-25 March 2019, Beijing, China.  
Softcover 305 pages 9781510888494 Mathews, A. et al.  
List Price 263

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION, NETWORK AND MULTIMEDIA ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (WCNME 2019)  
Advances in Computer Science Research Volume 89  
Held 21-22 April 2019, Guilin, China.  
Softcover 225 pages 9781510888906 Chioncel, C. P. et al.  
List Price 263

Chemical and Biological Microsystems Society (CBMS):

MINIATURIZED SYSTEMS FOR CHEMISTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 22ND 2018. (MICROTAS 2018) (4 VOLS)  
Held 11-15 November 2018, Kaohsiung, Taiwan.  
Softcover 2,483 pages 9781510897571  
List Price 216

China Science Technology Press:

RELIABILITY OF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS AND ELECTRICAL CONTACTS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 7TH 2019. (ICREPEC 2019)  
Held 4-6 November 2019, Suzhou, China.  
Softcover 446(approx) pages 9781510898028 Wang, J. et al.  
List Price 121
EDP Sciences:

APPLIED GEOPHYSICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (AG 2019)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 133 (2019)
Held 27-28 June 2019, Ostrava, Czech Republic.
Softcover 170(approx) pages 9781510898592 Pilecki, Z. et al.
List Price 90

AUTOMOTIVE, MANUFACTURING, AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE.
1ST 2018. (IC-AMME 2018)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 130 (2019)
Softcover 422(approx) pages 9781510898561 Setyobudi, R. H. et al.
List Price 121

BIOFILMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (CHINABIOFILMS 2019)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 131 (2019)
Held 10-13 October 2019, Guangzhou, China.
Softcover 646(approx) pages 9781510898578 Xu, Z. et al.
List Price 158

COMPUTATIONAL HEAT, MASS AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 12TH 2019. (ICCHMT 2019)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 128 (2019)
Held 3-6 September 2019, Rome, Italy.
Softcover 560(approx) pages 9781510898547 Mohamad, A. et al.
List Price 121

SHS Web of Conferences Volume 69 (2019)
Held 23-28 April 2019, Volgograd, Russia.
Softcover 816(approx) pages 9781510897786 Cindori, S. et al.
List Price 165

E+C- COLLISIONS FROM PHI TO PSI. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 11TH 2017. (PHIPSI 2017)
EPJ Web of Conferences Volume 218 (2019)
Held 26-29 June 2017, Budenheim, Germany.
Softcover 234(approx) pages 9781510897724 Denig, A. et al.
List Price 110

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, EPIDEMIOLOGY AND INFORMATION SYSTEM. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 4TH 2019. (ICENIS 2019) (2 PARTS)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 125 (2019)
Held 7-8 August 2019, Semarang, Indonesia.
Softcover 1,160(approx) pages 9781510897694 Hadiyanto, et al.
List Price 165

ENERGY-OPTIMAL TECHNOLOGIES, LOGISTIC AND SAFETY ON TRANSPORT. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (EOT-2019)
MATEC Web of Conferences Volume 294 (2019)
Held 19-20 September 2019, Lviv, Ukraine.
Softcover 516(approx) pages 9781510897755 Voznyak, O. et al.
List Price 125
SHS Web of Conferences Volume 71 (2019)
Held 25-26 October 2019, Samara, Russia.
Softcover 240(approx) pages 9781510898660 Mantulenko, V.
List Price 104

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS AND QUANTUM FIELD THEORY. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 24TH 2019.
(QFTHEP 2019)
EPJ Web of Conferences Volume 222 (2019)
Held 22-29 September 2019, Sochi, Russia.
Softcover 512(approx) pages 9781510898608 Melikhov, D. et al.
List Price 121

INNOVATIONS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL
MATEC Web of Conferences Volume 297 (2019)
Held 26-29 November 2019, Kemerovo, Russia.
Softcover 586(approx) pages 9781510898622 Voth, S. et al.
List Price 121

MICROWAVE AND TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CRIMEAN CONFERENCE. 29TH
2019. (CRIMICO' 2019) (2 PARTS)
ITM Web of Conferences Volume 30 (2019)
Held 8-14 September 2019, Sevastopol, Russia.
Softcover 1,472(approx) pages 9781510898615 Yermolov, P.
List Price 165

MODERN TRENDS IN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES AND EQUIPMENT. INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICMTMTE 2019)
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 126 (2019)
Held 9-13 September 2019, Sevastopol, Russia.
Softcover 492(approx) pages 9781510897700 Bratan, S.
List Price 125

MODERN TRENDS IN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES AND EQUIPMENT. INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICMTMTE 2019) (2 PARTS) MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS
SCIENCE
MATEC Web of Conferences Volume 298 (2019)
Held 9-13 September 2019, Sevastopol, Russia.
Softcover 1,028(approx) pages 9781510898639 Bratan, S.
List Price 165

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY AND PLASTICITY.
CONFERENCE. 26TH 2019. (EPPS-2019)
EPJ Web of Conferences Volume 221 (2019)
Held 24-28 June 2019, Tomsk, Russia.
Softcover 440(approx) pages 9781510897748 Fomin, V. et al.
List Price 125

POLISTA. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE. 22ND 2019. PROGRESS OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING SUPPORTED BY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
E3S Web of Conferences Volume 132 (2019)
Held 19-20 September 2019, Czajowice, Poland.
Softcover 270(approx) pages 9781510898585 Szela-Sikora, A.
List Price 104

- **Venue:** Vladivostok, Russia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 180(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $90


- **Venue:** Vladimir, Russia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 144(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $90


- **Venue:** Kazan, Russia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 536(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $125


- **Venue:** Villeneuve d'Ascq, France.
- **Format:** Softcover, 180(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $90


- **Venue:** Riga, Latvia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 454(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $121


- **Venue:** Paratunka, Russia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 392(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $110

### Traffic and Logistic Engineering. International Conference. 7th 2019. (ICTLE 2019)

- **Venue:** Paris, France.
- **Format:** Softcover, 114(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $90


- **Venue:** Rostov-on-Don, Russia.
- **Format:** Softcover, 936(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $165

### Ukrainian School of Mining Engineering. International Scientific and Practical Conference. 13th 2019.

- **Venue:** Berdiansk, Ukraine.
- **Format:** Softcover, 590(approx) pages
- **Publisher:** Curran Associates, Inc. (2019)
- **List Price:** $125
VINE AND WINE. WORLD CONGRESS. 42ND 2019.
BIO Web of Conferences Volume 15 (2019)
Held 15-19 July 2019, Geneva, Switzerland.
Softcover 590(approx) pages 9781510897663 Roca, P. et al.
List Price 125

Electrochemical Society (ECS):

ECS MEETING. 235TH 2019. (5 VOLS) MEETING ABSTRACTS
Meeting Abstracts 2019-01
Held 26-30 May 2019, Dallas, Texas, USA.
Softcover 3,086 pages 9781510896420
List Price 284

European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE):

BALKAN GEOPHYSICAL SOCIETY. CONGRESS. 10TH 2019. (ALBENA RESORT 2019)
Held 18-22 September 2019, Albena Resort, Bulgaria.
Softcover 314 pages 9781510892798
List Price 104

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF GEOScientists AND ENGINEERS CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION. 81ST 2019. (WORKSHOPS)
Held 3-6 June 2019, London, UK.
Softcover 419 pages 9781510892804
List Price 121

FAULT AND TOP SEALS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019.
Held 8-9 September 2019, Palermo, Italy.
Softcover 385 pages 9781510892361
List Price 104

HORIZONTAL WELLS. CONFERENCE. 2019. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Held 27-31 May 2019, Kaliningrad, Russia.
Softcover 372 pages 9781510892378
List Price 104

PETROLEUM GEOSTATISTICS. CONFERENCE. 4TH 2019.
Held 2-6 September 2019, Florence, Italy.
Softcover 540 pages 9781510892354
List Price 121

European Optical Society (EOS):

DIFFRACTIVE OPTICS. EOS TOPICAL MEETING. 2019.
Held 16-19 September 2019, Jena, Germany.
Softcover 118 pages 9781510893979 Saastamoinen, K.
List Price 95

European Physical Society (EPS):

PLASMA PHYSICS. EPS CONFERENCE. 46TH 2019. (EPS 2019) (2 PARTS)
Europhysics Conference Abstracts Volume 43C
Held 8-12 July 2019, Milan, Italy.
Softcover 1,562 pages 9781510894709 Riconda, C. et al.
List Price 165
Institute of Acoustics / Chinese Academy of Sciences:

THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ACOUSTICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 14TH 2019. (ICTCA 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Beijing, China.
Softcover 396(approx) pages 9781510897298
List Price 125

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE):

ADVANCED INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (AICT 2019)
Held 2-6 July 2019, Lviv, Ukraine.
Softcover 473 pages 9781728124001
List Price 258

ADVANCED MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICAMechS 2019)
Held 26-28 August 2019, Kusatsu, Shiga, Japan.
Softcover 401 pages 9781728134819
List Price 247

Held 3-5 July 2019, Toyonaka, Japan.
Softcover 1,021 pages 9781728100654
List Price 362

ADVANCES IN BIG DATA, COMPUTING AND DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (icABCD 2019)
Held 5-6 August 2019, Winterton, South Africa.
Softcover 344 pages 9781538692370
List Price 237

ANALYSIS OF MULTITEMPORAL REMOTE SENSING IMAGES. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 10TH 2019. (MultiTemp 2019)
Held 5-7 August 2019, Shanghai, China.
Softcover 264 pages 9781728146164
List Price 222

APPLIED ELECTRONICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (AE 2019)
Held 10-11 September 2019, Pilsen, Czech Republic.
Softcover 467 pages 9781728112244
List Price 211

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICAICA 2019)
Held 29-31 March 2019, Dalian, China.
Softcover 467 pages 9781728112244
List Price 251

Softcover 145 pages 9781538647486
List Price 201


COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL JOINT CONFERENCE. 16TH 2019. (JCSSE 2019)
Held 10-12 July 2019, Chonburi, Thailand.
Softcover 381 pages 9781728107202
List Price 246

COMPUTER SCIENCES. SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (SCCS 2019)
Held 27-28 March 2019, Baghdad, Iraq.
Softcover 193 pages 9781728107622
List Price 209

COMPUTER, INFORMATION AND TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (CITS 2019)
Held 28-31 August 2019, Beijing, China.
Softcover 295 pages 9781728113753
List Price 229

COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND THEIR APPLICATIONS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICCISTA 2019)
Held 3-5 March 2019, Kirkuk, Iraq.
Softcover 88 pages 9781728140384
List Price 183

COMPUTING METHODOLOGIES AND COMMUNICATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (ICCMC 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 27-29 March 2019, Erode, India.
Softcover 1,252 pages 9781538678091
List Price 401

CONTROL AND FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS. CONFERENCE. 4TH 2019. (SysTol 2019)
Held 18-20 September 2019, Casablanca, Morocco.
Softcover 423 pages 9781728103815
List Price 248

CONTROL, AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (ICCAR 2019)
Held 19-22 April 2019, Beijing, China.
Softcover 905 pages 97817281133270
List Price 337

CONTROL, DECISION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 6TH 2019. (CoDIT 2019) (3 VOLS)
Held 23-26 April 2019, Paris, France.
Softcover 2,060 pages 9781728105222
List Price 549

Held 21-23 June 2019, Paris, France.
Softcover 234 pages 9781728116624
List Price 218

CYBERNETICS AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEM. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2019. (ICORIS 2019)
Held 22-23 August 2019, Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia.
Softcover 286 pages 9781728114750
List Price 228
DATA INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (ICDIS 2019)
Held 28-30 June 2019, South Padre Island, Texas, USA.
Softcover 238 pages 9781728120812
List Price 218

Held 19-22 August 2019, Oslo, Norway.
Softcover 340 pages 9781538681299
List Price 236

Held 27-30 August 2019, Toulouse, France.
Softcover 518 pages 9781728118338
List Price 266

DIGITAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 13TH 2018. (ICDIM 2018)
Held 24-26 September 2018, Berlin, Germany.
Softcover 456 pages 9781538652459
List Price 228

Held 20-22 February 2019, Coimbatore, India.
Softcover 1,566 pages 9781538681596
List Price 460

ELECTRO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (EIT 2019)
Held 20-22 May 2019, Brookings, South Dakota, USA.
Softcover 605 pages 9781728109282
List Price 262

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (ICEICT 2019)
Held 20-22 January 2019, Harbin, China.
Softcover 899 pages 9781538692998
List Price 337

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (ICET 2019)
Held 10-13 May 2019, Chengdu, China.
Softcover 641 pages 9781728116198
List Price 290

ELECTRONICS, COMMUNICATION AND AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (ICECA 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 12-14 June 2019, Coimbatore, India.
Softcover 1,466 pages 9781728101682
List Price 440

Held 19-21 August 2019, Hangzhou, China.
Softcover 220 pages 9781728131986
List Price 217
ENGINEERING CONFERENCE. INTERNATIONAL UNIMAS STEM. 12TH 2019. (ENCON 2019)  
Held 28-29 August 2019, Kuching, Malaysia.  
Softcover 92 pages 9781728134956  
List Price 192

Held 15-20 September 2019, Riverside, California, USA.  
Softcover 330 pages 9781728128900  
List Price 241

EXPERIMENT@ INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (exp.at’19)  
Held 12-14 June 2019, Funchal, Madeira Island, Portugal.  
Softcover 493 pages 9781728136387  
List Price 267

FREQUENCY CONTROL SYMPOSIUM. IEEE INTERNATIONAL. JOINT CONFERENCE. 2019. (EFTF/IFC 2019)  
(AND EUROPEAN FREQUENCY AND TIME FORUM)  
Held 14-18 April 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.  
Softcover 477 pages 9781538683064  
List Price 269

Held 23-26 June 2019, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.  
Softcover 1,401 pages 9781538617298  
List Price 430

GAMES. IEEE CONFERENCE. 2019. (CoG 2019) (2 VOLS)  
Held 20-23 August 2019, London, United Kingdom.  
Softcover 1,060 pages 9781728118857  
List Price 369

GREEN AND HUMAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICGHIT 2019)  
Held 16-18 January 2019, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  
Softcover 144 pages 9781728106281  
List Price 202

GROUP IV PHOTONICS. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 16TH 2019. (GFP 2019)  
Held 28-30 August 2019, Singapore.  
Softcover 158 pages 9781728109060  
List Price 206

Held 10-12 August 2019, Zhangjiajie, China.  
Softcover 2,846 pages 9781728120691  
List Price 733

HIGH PERFORMANCE SWITCHING AND ROUTING. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 19TH 2018. (HPSR 2018)  
Held 17-20 June 2018, Bucharest, Romania.  
Softcover 133 pages 9781538678022  
List Price 199
Held 23-25 September 2019, Dubrovnik, Croatia.
Softcover 379 pages 9781728131412
List Price 242

INDUSTRIAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2019. (IAI 2019)
Held 23-27 July 2019, Shenyang, China.
Softcover 457 pages 9781728135946
List Price 256

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS AND APPLICATIONS. IEEE CONFERENCE. 14TH 2019. (ICIEA 2019) (3 VOLS)
Held 19-21 June 2019, Xi'an, China.
Softcover 2,957 pages 9781538686916
List Price 669

Held 30 May - 2 June 2019, Spokane, Washington, USA.
Softcover 365 pages 9781728107699
List Price 243

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 7TH 2019. (ICoICT 2019)
Held 24-26 July 2019, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Softcover 585 pages 9781538680537
List Price 281

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICIMTech 2019)
Softcover 663 pages 9781728133348
List Price 296

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (InfoTech 2019)
Held 19-20 September 2019, St. Constantine and Elena, Bulgaria.
Softcover 103 pages 9781728132754
List Price 194

Held 7-12 July 2019, Paris, France.
Softcover 3,131 pages 9781538692929
List Price 772

INNOVATION AND INTELLIGENCE FOR INFORMATICS, COMPUTING, AND TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2018. (3ICT 2018)
Held 18-20 November 2018, Sakhier, Bahrain.
Softcover 382 pages 9781538692080
List Price 241

Held 20-23 May 2019, Auckland, New Zealand.
Softcover 1,858 pages 9781538634615
List Price 554
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS, CIRCUITS AND TRANSDUCERS. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 4TH 2019. (INSCIT 2019)
Held 26-30 August 2019, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Softcover 244 pages 9781728121109
List Price 219

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS DESIGN. SYMPOSIUM. 32ND 2019. (SBCCI 2019)
Held 26-30 August 2019, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Softcover 201 pages 9781728124032
List Price 211

INTELLIGENT COMPUTING AND ITS EMERGING APPLICATIONS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (ICEA 2019)
Held 30 August - 1 September 2019, Tainan, Taiwan.
Softcover 173 pages 9781728131603
List Price 207

INTELLIGENT VEHICLES SYMPOSIUM. IEEE. 2019. (IV 2019) (3 VOLS)
Held 9-12 June 2019, Paris, France.
Softcover 2,981 pages 9781728105611
List Price 603

LIFI CONGRESS. GLOBAL. 2019. (GLC 2019)
Held 12-13 June 2019, Paris, France.
Softcover 176 pages 9781728137131
List Price 201

LIGHTNING. ASIA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 11TH 2019. (APL 2019)
Held 12-14 June 2019, Hong Kong.
Softcover 564 pages 9781728116969
List Price 277

MACHINE LEARNING, BIG DATA, CLOUD AND PARALLEL COMPUTING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (COMITCon 2019)
Held 14-16 February 2019, Faridabad, India.
Softcover 587 pages 9781728102122
List Price 280

MANIPULATION, AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS AT SMALL SCALES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (MARSS 2019)
Held 1-5 July 2019, Helsinki, Finland.
Softcover 359 pages 9781728103497
List Price 240

MEASURING TECHNOLOGY AND MECHATRONICS AUTOMATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 11TH 2019. (ICMTMA 2019)
Held 28-29 April 2019, Qiqihar, China.
Softcover 842 pages 9781728121666
List Price 325

Held 4-7 August 2019, Tianjin, China.
Softcover 2,576 pages 9781728117003
List Price 679
METROLOGY FOR AEROSPACE. IEEE INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 5TH 2019. (MetroAeroSpace 2019)
Held 19-21 June 2019, Torino, Italy.
Softcover 759 pages 9781728113456
List Price 309

NANOELECTRONICS CONFERENCES. IEEE INTERNATIONAL. 9TH 2019. (INEC 2019)
Held 3-5 July 2019, Kuching, Malaysia.
Softcover 124 pages 9781728112381
List Price 197

NETWORKED SYSTEMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (NetSys 2019)
Held 18-21 March 2019, Munich, Germany.
Softcover 190 pages 9781728105697
List Price 211

NEURAL NETWORKS. INTERNATIONAL JOINT CONFERENCE. 2019. (IJCNN 2019) (8 VOLS)
Held 14-19 July 2019, Budapest, Hungary.
Softcover 6,197 pages 9781728119861
List Price 1342

NON-VOLATILE MEMORY SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS SYMPOSIUM. IEEE. 2019. (NVMSA 2019)
Held 18-21 August 2019, Hangzhou, China.
Softcover 74 pages 9781728138558
List Price 180

NUCLEAR SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM AND MEDICAL IMAGING CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS. IEEE. 2018.
(NSS/MIC 2018) (3 VOLS)
Held 10-17 November 2018, Sydney, Australia.
Softcover 1,800 pages 9781538664955
List Price 516

NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MULTIPHYSICS MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION. IEEE MTT-S
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (NEMO 2019)
Held 29-31 May 2019, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
Softcover 216 pages 9781538695173
List Price 213

OFFSHORE ENERGY AND STORAGE SUMMIT. 2019. (OSES 2019)
Held 10-12 July 2019, Brest, France.
Softcover 302 pages 9781728123189
List Price 228

ON-LINE TESTING AND ROBUST SYSTEM DESIGN. IEEE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 25TH 2019. (IOLTS
2019)
Held 1-3 July 2019, Rhodes, Greece.
Softcover 327 pages 9781728124919
List Price 236

OPTO-ELECTRONICS AND APPLIED OPTICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (Optronix 2019)
Held 18-20 March 2019, Kolkata, India.
Softcover 211 pages 9781728100715
List Price 213
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Held 9-10 June 2019, Larnaca, Cyprus.
Softcover 83 pages  9781728136356
List Price  183

Held 10-13 June 2019, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
Softcover 651 pages  9781728112084
List Price  296

SIGNAL PROCESSING ADVANCES IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS. IEEE INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 20TH 2019. (SPAWC 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 2-5 July 2019, Cannes, France.
Softcover 1,024 pages  9781538665299
List Price  363

SIGNAL PROCESSING AND COMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS CONFERENCE. 27TH 2019. (SIU 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 24-26 April 2019, Sivas, Turkey.
Softcover 985 pages  9781728119052
List Price  353

SMART ENERGY SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (SEST 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 9-11 September 2019, Porto, Portugal.
Softcover 983 pages  9781728111575
List Price  358

Held 1-4 July 2019, Novi Sad, Serbia.
Softcover 752 pages  9781538693025
List Price  310

Held 22-26 July 2019, Sofia, Bulgaria.
Softcover 551 pages  9781728139265
List Price  278

Held 22-26 July 2019, Sofia, Bulgaria.
Softcover 455 pages  9781728139289
List Price  257

SPACE COMPUTING CONFERENCE. IEEE. 2019. (SCC 2019)
Held 30 July - 1 August 2019, Pasadena, California, USA.
Softcover 87 pages  9781728131965
List Price  180

UBIQUITOUS AND FUTURE NETWORKS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 11TH 2019. (ICUFN 2019)
Held 2-5 July 2019, Zagreb, Croatia.
Softcover 761 pages  9781728113418
List Price  311

Held 1-3 July 2019, Rhodes Island, Greece.
Softcover 70 pages 9781728128722
List Price 164

VIRTUAL WORLDS AND GAMES FOR SERIOUS APPLICATIONS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 11TH 2019. (VS-Games 2019)
Held 4-6 September 2019, Vienna, Austria.
Softcover 255 pages 9781728145419
List Price 222

VLSI. IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM. 2019. (ISVLSI 2019)
Held 15-17 July 2019, Miami, Florida, USA.
Softcover 682 pages 9781728133928
List Price 299

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYMPOSIUM. IEEE VTS ASIA PACIFIC. 2019. (APWCS 2019)
Held 28-30 August 2019, Singapore.
Softcover 351 pages 9781728112053
List Price 238

Held 19-22 May 2019, Guangzhou, China.
Softcover 818 pages 9781728107172
List Price 324

Institute of Navigation (ION):
INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION. SATELLITE DIVISION. INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL MEETING. 32ND 2019. (ION GNSS 2019) (5 VOLS)
Held 16-20 September 2019, Miami, Florida, USA.
Softcover 3,616 pages 9781510895850
List Price 395

Institute of Noise Control Engineering - USA (INCE-USA):
NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING. NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (NOISE-CON 2019) (2 VOLS) CATCH THE NEXT WAVE IN NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING
Held 26-28 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA.
Softcover 911 pages 9781510894075 Ebbitt, G. et al.
List Price 175

Institute of Physics Publishing (IOP):
AERONAUTICAL MATERIALS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2019. (AMAE 2019)
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 608
Held 24-26 May 2019, Shanghai, China.
Softcover 340 pages 9781510894853
List Price 132

APPLIED SCIENCE AND EDUCATION. UPY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2018.
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1254
Held 24-26 October 2018, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Softcover 576(approx) pages 9781510897816
List Price 121
CLIMATE RESILIENT CITIES - ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLES IN THE DIGITAL ERA.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2019. (CISBAT 2019) (2 PARTS)
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1343
Held 4-6 September 2019, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Softcover 1,256(approx) pages 9781510897830
List Price 179

IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 604
Softcover 861 pages 9781510894815
List Price 165

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1ST 2018. (ICCSAM 2019) ADVANCING COMPUTABILITY INNOVATION
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1255
Held 10-12 October 2018, Parapat, Indonesia.
Softcover 592(approx) pages 9781510897823 Putra, A. R. et al.
List Price 121

EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2018. (ICON-EST 2018)
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1232
Softcover 374(approx) pages 9781510897793 Rahim, R. et al.
List Price 110

HYDROGEN ENERGY, RENEWABLE ENERGY AND MATERIALS. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 5TH 2019. (HEREM 2019)
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 605
Held 13-14 June 2019, Bangkok, Thailand.
Softcover 186 pages 9781510894822 Kolhe, M. L.
List Price 121

INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING. ANNUAL CONFERENCE. 6TH 2019. (6TH ACISE 2019) (2 PARTS)
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 598
Softcover 988 pages 9781510894686
List Price 179

INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING SCIENCE. CONFERENCE. 2018.
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 602
Held 8-9 November 2018, Padang, Indonesia.
Softcover 899 pages 9781510894808
List Price 165

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ADVANCEMENT NETWORK. CONFERENCE. 1ST 2019.
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 607
Held 15 May 2019, Online.
Softcover 98 pages 9781510894846 Abdul Haq, R. H. et al.
List Price 121

MATERIALS RESEARCH AND INNOVATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2018. (ICMARI 2018)
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 526
Held 17-21 December 2018, Bangkok, Thailand.
Softcover 181 pages 9781510899080 Smithipong, W. et al.
List Price 121
MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 7TH 2018. (ICMNS 2018)
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1245
Held 2-3 November 2018, Bandung, Indonesia.
Softcover 674(approx) pages 9781510897809
List Price 158

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ENERGY AND ADVANCED MATERIALS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE.
2018.
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Volume 606
Held 29-30 November 2018, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia.
Softcover 125 pages 9781510894839 Bin Ismail, M. A. et al.
List Price 121

THERMOPHYSICAL SEMINAR. SIBERIAN. 35TH 2019. (2 PARTS)
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 1382
Held 27-29 August 2019, Novosibirsk, Russia.
Softcover 1,200(approx) pages 9781510899087
List Price 179

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET):
ADVANCES IN POWER SYSTEM CONTROL, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT. IET INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. 11TH 2018. (APSCOM 2018)
IET Conference Publications 757
Held 11-15 November 2018, Hong Kong, China.
Softcover 547 pages 9781510895348
List Price 179

International Academy, Research, and Industry Association (IARIA):
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 9TH 2019.
(INFOCOMP 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 66 pages 9781510894174 Ruckemann, C.-P. et al.
List Price 74

ADVANCES IN COMPUTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND SERVICES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 4TH
2019. (ACCSE 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 19 pages 9781510894204 Lorenz, P.
List Price 48

ADVANCES IN INFORMATION MINING AND MANAGEMENT. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 9TH 2019.
(IMMM 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 36 pages 9781510894167 Labudde, D.
List Price 58

INTERNET AND WEB APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 14TH 2019. (ICIW
2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 54 pages 9781510894136 Lorenz, P.
List Price 74

INTERNET MONITORING AND PROTECTION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 14TH 2019. (ICIMP 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 40 pages 9781510894143 Dini, P.
List Price 74
MOBILE SERVICES, RESOURCES, AND USERS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 9TH 2019. (MOBILITY 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 9 pages 9781510894181 Pochec, P.
List Price 37

SMART CITIES, SYSTEMS, DEVICES AND TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 8TH 2019. (SMART 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 37 pages 9781510894150 Berntzen, L.
List Price 74

SMART PORTABLE, WEARABLE, IMPLANTABLE AND DISABILITY-ORIENTED DEVICES AND SYSTEMS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 5TH 2019. (SPWID 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 14 pages 9781510894198 Lloret, J.
List Price 37

TELECOMMUNICATIONS. ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 15TH 2019. (AICT 2019)
Held 28 July - 1 August 2019, Nice France. Held at DataSys 2019.
Softcover 134 pages 9781510894129 Borcoci, E. et al.
List Price 90

International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering (IABSE):

COST TU1402 - COST TU1406 IABSE WC1 WORKSHOP. JOINT. 2017. THE VALUE OF STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING FOR THE RELIABLE BRIDGE MANAGEMENT
Held 2-3 March 2017, Zagreb, Croatia.
Softcover 450(approx) pages 9781510899063 Ivankovic, A. M. et al.
List Price 121

International Association for Mathematical Geosciences (IAMG):

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY. ANNUAL CONFERENCE. 19TH 2018. (IAMG2018) SHORT ABSTRACTS
Held 2-8 September 2018, Olomouc, Czech Republic. Short Abstracts.
Softcover 170(approx) pages 9781510898059 Hron, K. et al.
List Price 90

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY. ANNUAL CONFERENCE. 20TH 2019. (IAMG2019) LONG PAPERS
List Price 104

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY. ANNUAL CONFERENCE. 20TH 2019. (IAMG2019) SHORT ABSTRACTS
List Price 104

International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration (IIAV):

SOUND AND VIBRATION. INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS. 26TH 2019. (ICSV26) (8 VOLS)
Held 7-11 July 2019, Montreal, Canada.
List Price 435
International Institute of Informatics and Systemics (IIIS):

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 2011. (CICIC 2011)
Held 27-30 March 2011, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 234(approx) pages 9781510897267 Baralt, J. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 2ND 2012. (CICIC 2012)
Held 25-28 March 2012, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 178(approx) pages 9781510897236 Baralt, J. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 4TH 2014. (CICIC 2014)
Held 4-7 March 2014, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 160(approx) pages 9781510897199 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 5TH 2015. (CICIC 2015)
Held 10-13 March 2015, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 210(approx) pages 9781510897168 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 6TH 2016. (CICIC 2016)
Held 8-11 March 2016, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 252(approx) pages 9781510897113 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 7TH 2017. (CICIC 2017)
Held 21-24 March 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 250(approx) pages 9781510897052 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 8TH 2018. (CICIC 2018)
(2 VOLS)
Held 13-16 March 2018, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 422(approx) pages 9781510896994 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250

COMPLEJIDAD, INFORMATICA Y CIVERNETICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 9TH 2019. (CICIC 2019)
Held 12-15 March 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 368(approx) pages 9781510896925 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 10TH 2019. (IMCIC 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 12-15 March 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 526(approx) pages 9781510896956 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 2010. (IMCIC 2010) (2 VOLS)
Held 6-9 April 2010, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 1,034(approx) pages 9781510897281 Baralt, J. et al.
List Price 250
COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 2ND 2011.
(IMIC 2011) (2 VOLS)
Held 27-30 March 2011, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 888(approx) pages 9781510897243 Baralt, J. et al.
List Price  250

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 3RD 2012.
(IMIC 2012)
Held 25-28 March 2012, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 462(approx) pages 9781510897229 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  125

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 5TH 2014.
(IMIC 2014) (AND 5TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIETY AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES, ICST 2014)
Held 4-7 March 2014, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 354(approx) pages 9781510897182 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  125

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 6TH 2015.
(IMIC 2015) (2 VOLS) (AND 6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIETY AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES, ICST 2015)
Held 10-13 March 2015, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 556(approx) pages 9781510897175 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  250

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 7TH 2016.
(IMIC 2016) (2 VOLS) (AND 7TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIETY AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES, ICST 2016)
Held 8-11 March 2016, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 644(approx) pages 9781510897144 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  250

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 8TH 2017.
(IMIC 2017)
Held 21-24 March 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 438(approx) pages 9781510897076 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  125

COMPLEXITY, INFORMATICS AND CYBERNETICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 9TH 2018.
(IMIC 2018) (2 VOLS)
Held 13-16 March 2018, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 432(approx) pages 9781510897007 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  250

SISTEMAS, CIVERNETICA E INFORMATICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 15TH 2016. (CISCI 2016)
Held 5-8 July 2016, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 396(approx) pages 9781510897120 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  125

SISTEMAS, CIVERNETICA E INFORMATICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 16TH 2017. (CISCI 2017)
Held 9-11 July 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 504(approx) pages 9781510897069 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price  125
SISTEMAS, CIVERNETICA E INFORMATICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 17TH 2018. (CISCI 2018) (2 VOLS)
Held 8-11 July 2018, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 454(approx) pages 9781510897014 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250

SISTEMAS, CIVERNETICA E INFORMATICA. CONFERENCIA IBEROAMERICANA. 18TH 2019. (CISCI 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 6-9 July 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 540(approx) pages 9781510896949 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 295

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 10TH 2019. (ICSIT 2019)
Held 12-15 March 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 134(approx) pages 9781510896987 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2010. (ICSIT 2010)
Held 6-9 April 2010, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 638(approx) pages 9781510897274 Baralt, J. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2011. (ICSIT 2011)
Held 27-30 March 2011, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 410(approx) pages 9781510897250 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 3RD 2012. (ICSIT 2012)
Held 25-28 March 2012, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 404(approx) pages 9781510897212 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 8TH 2017. (ICSIT 2017)
Held 21-24 March 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 268(approx) pages 9781510897106 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 9TH 2018. (ICSIT 2018)
Held 13-16 March 2018, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 212(approx) pages 9781510897021 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SOCIETY, CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATICS. INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CONFERENCE. 11TH 2017. (IMSCI 2017)
Held 8-11 July 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 228 pages 9781510897083 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 125

SYSTEMICS, CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATICS. WORLD MULTI-CONFERENCE. 20TH 2016. (WMSCI 2016) (2 VOLS)
Held 5-8 July 2016, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 670(approx) pages 9781510897151 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250
SYSTEMICS, CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATICS. WORLD MULTI-CONFERENCE. 21ST 2017. (WMSCI 2017)
(2 VOLS)
Held 8-11 July 2017, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 872(approx) pages 9781510897090 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 250

SYSTEMICS, CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATICS. WORLD MULTI-CONFERENCE. 22TH 2018. (WMSCI 2018)
(3 VOLS)
Held 8-11 July 2018, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 778(approx) pages 9781510897045 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 295

SYSTEMICS, CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATICS. WORLD MULTI-CONFERENCE. 23RD 2019. (WMSCI 2019)
(4 VOLS)
Held 6-9 July 2019, Orlando, Florida, USA.
Softcover 768(approx) pages 9781510896970 Callaos, N. et al.
List Price 295

International School of Hydrocarbon Measurement (ISHM):

HYDROCARBON MEASUREMENTS. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL. 94TH 2019. (ISHM 2019) (2 VOLS)
Held 14-16 May 2019, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA.
Softcover 1,298 pages 9781510896819
List Price 165

International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS):

3D GEOINFO CONFERENCE. 14TH 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-4/W15, 2019
Softcover 124(approx) pages 9781510898004 Stouffs, R. et al.
List Price 90

3D VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTION AND VISUALIZATION OF COMPLEX ARCHITECTURES. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 8TH 2019. (3D-ARCH 2019)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W9, 2019
Held 6-8 February 2019, Bergamo, Italy.
Softcover 768(approx) pages 9781510897878 Cardaci, A. et al.
List Price 158

CIPA INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 27TH 2019. (2 PARTS) DOCUMENTING THE PAST FOR A BETTER FUTURE
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W15, 2019
Held 1-5 September 2019, Avila, Spain.
Softcover 1,184(approx) pages 9781510897953 Gonzalez-Aguilera, D. et al
List Price 165

EARTH OBSERVATIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL MONITORING. ISPRS-GEOGLAM-ISRS JOINT INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-3/W6, 2019
Held 18-20 February 2019, New Delhi, India.
Softcover 618(approx) pages 9781510897885 Ray, S. S. et al.
List Price 158
EVALUATION AND BENCHMARKING SENSORS, SYSTEMS AND GEOSPATIAL DATA IN PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND REMOTE SENSING. WORKSHOP. 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-1/W2, 2019
Held 16-17 September 2019, Warsaw, Poland. ISPRS TC I & WG I/10.
Softcover 76(approx) pages 9781510897977 Bakula, K.
List Price 74

FOSS4G - ACADEMIC TRACK. 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-4/W14, 2019
Held 26-30 August 2019, Bucharest, Romania.
Softcover 248(approx) pages 9781510897946 Brovelli, M. A. et al.
List Price 104

GEONFORMATION FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT. 2019. (G4DM 2019)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-3/W8, 2019
Held 3-6 September 2019, Prague, Czech Republic. ISPRS ICWG III/Iva.
Softcover 484(approx) pages 9781510897960 Tanzi, T. et al.
List Price 121

GEOMATICS AND GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 6TH 2019. (GGT 2019)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-4/W16, 2019
Held 1-3 October 2019, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. ISPRS WG IV/I.
Softcover 710(approx) pages 9781510898011 Abdul Rahman, A. et al.
List Price 158

GEOMATICS AND RESTORATION. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 2ND 2019. (GEORES 2019) (2 PARTS)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W11, 2019
Held 8-10 May 2019, Milan, Italy.
Softcover 1,160(approx) pages 9781510897922 Brumana, R. et al.
List Price 165

ISPRS GEOSPATIAL WEEK. 2019. (3 PARTS)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W13, 2019
Held 10-14 June 2019, Enschede, The Netherlands.
Softcover 1,908(approx) pages 9781510897939 Vosselman, G. et al.
List Price 216

MEASUREMENT, VISUALISATION AND PROCESSING IN BIM FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT. 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-5/W2, 2019
Held 24-25 September 2019, Prague, Czech Republic. ISPRS WG V/7.
Softcover 96(approx) pages 9781510897991 Safar, V. et al.
List Price 74

MULTIDISCIPLINARY REMOTE SENSING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING. 10 JOINT WORKSHOP.
2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-3/W7, 2019
Held 12-14 March 2019, Kyoto, Japan. TC III WG III/2.
Softcover 88(approx) pages 9781510897908 Yoshimura, M. et al.
List Price 74

PHOTOGRAIMETRIC AND COMPUTER VISION TECHNIQUES FOR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE, BIOMETRICS AND BIOMEDICINE. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. 2019.
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W12, 2019
Held 13-15 May 2019, Moscow, Russia.
Softcover 240(approx) pages 9781510897892 Zheltov, S. et al.
List Price 104
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC IMAGE ANALYSIS AND MUNICH REMOTE SENSING SYMPOSIUM: JOINT ISPRS CONFERENCE. 2019. (PIA19+MRSS19)
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W16, 2019
Held 18-20 September 2019, Munich, Germany. ISPRS ICWG II/III.
Softcover 290(approx) pages 9781510897984 Stilla, U. et al.
List Price 104

UNDERWATER 3D RECORDING AND MODELLING. 2019. A TOOL FOR MODERN APPLICATIONS AND CH RECORDING
ISPRS Archives Volume XLII-2/W10, 2019
Held 2-3 May 2019, Limassol, Cyprus.
Softcover 186(approx) pages 9781510897915 Skarlatos, D. et al.
List Price 90

International Society of Exposure Science (ISES):

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF EXPOSURE SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY. JOINT ANNUAL MEETING. 2018. (3 VOLS) (ISES-ISEE 2018)
ADDRESSING COMPLEX LOCAL AND GLOBAL ISSUES...
Held 26-30 August 2018, Ottawa, Canada.
Softcover 2,204(approx) pages 9781510897557
List Price 216

Held 18-22 August 2019, Kaunas, Lithuania.
Softcover 362 pages 9781510897564
List Price 150

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF EXPOSURE SCIENCE. ANNUAL CONFERENCE. 27TH 2017. (ISES 2017)
INTEGRATING EXPOSURE SCIENCE ACROSS DIVERSE COMMUNITIES
Softcover 404 pages 9781510897540
List Price 150

John Wiley & Sons:

SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION DISPLAY. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 2019. (3 PARTS) (DISPLAY WEEK 2019)
SID International Symposium Digest of Technical Papers Volume 50
Held 12-17 May 2019, San Jose, California, USA.
Softcover 1,976 pages 9781510896161 K.J. Fitzsimmons
List Price 400

Schloss Dagstuhl:

ALGEBRA AND COALGEBRA IN COMPUTER SCIENCE. CONFERENCE. 8TH 2019. (CALCO 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 139
Held 3-6 June 2019, London, UK.
Softcover 338(approx) pages 9781510898967 Roggenbach, M. et al.
List Price 104

ALGORITHMIC APPROACHES FOR TRANSPORTATION MODELLING, OPTIMIZATION, AND SYSTEMS. SYMPOSIUM. 19TH 2019. (ATMOS 2019)
Open Access Series in Informatics Volume 75
Held 12-13 September 2019, Munich, Germany.
Softcover 228(approx) pages 9781510899001 Cacchiani, V. et al.
List Price 104
ALGORITHMS AND COMPUTATION. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 30TH 2019. (ISAAC 2019) (2 PARTS)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 149
Held 8-11 December 2019, Shanghai, China.
Softcover 1,128(approx) pages 9781510898981 Lu, P. et al.
List Price 165

APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS. INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. 22ND 2019. (2 PARTS) (AND 23RD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RANDOMIZATION
AND COMPUTATION, RANDOM 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 145
Held 20-22 September 2019, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
Softcover 1,400(approx) pages 9781510897847 Achlioptas, D. et al.
List Price 165

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 33RD 2019. (DISC 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 146
Held 14-18 October 2019, Budapest, Hungary.
Softcover 642(approx) pages 9781510897854 Suomela, J.
List Price 158

FOUNDATIONS OF SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY AND THEORETICAL COMPUTER SCIENCE. IARCS ANNUAL
CONFERENCE. 39TH 2019. (FSTTCS 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 150
Held 11-13 December 2019, Bombay, India.
Softcover 700(approx) pages 9781510898998 Chattopadhyay, A. et al.
List Price 158

PARAMETERIZED AND EXACT COMPUTATION. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 14TH 2019. (IPEC 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 148
Held 11-13 September 2019, Munich, Germany.
Softcover 419(approx) pages 9781510898974 Jansen, B. M. P. et al.
List Price 121

TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION AND REASONING. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. 26TH 2019. (TIME 2019)
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics Volume 147
Held 16-19 October 2019, Malaga, Spain.
Softcover 322(approx) pages 9781510897861 Gamper, J. et al.
List Price 104

Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE):

SPE EASTERN REGIONAL MEETING. 2019.
Held 15-17 October 2019, Charleston, West Virginia, USA.
Softcover 538 pages 9781510897632
List Price 150

SPIE - International Society For Optics and Photonics:

17TH INTERNATIONAL PHOTODYNAMIC ASSOCIATION WORLD CONGRESS
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11070
Held 28 June - 4 July 2019, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
Softcover 430 pages 9781510628335 Hasan, Tayyaba
List Price 125

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING III
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11154
Held 11-12 September 2019, Strasbourg, France. At SPIE Remote Sensing.
Softcover 56 pages 9781510630116 Bovenga, Fabio
List Price 75
ADVANCED LASER PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING III
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11183
Held 21-22 October 2019, Hangzhou, China. At SPIE/COS Photonics Asia.
Softcover 118 pages 9781510630833 Xiao, Rongshi
List Price 90

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES FOR MICRO- AND NANOSYSTEMS IN SECURITY AND DEFENCE II
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11168
Softcover 30 pages 9781510630390 Camposeo, Andrea
List Price 40

ADVANCED OPTICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES II
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11186
Held 21-23 October 2019, Hangzhou, China. At SPIE/COS Photonics Asia.
Softcover 224 pages 9781510630895 Yuan, Xiao-Cong
List Price 110

APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING XLII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11137
Held 12-15 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 720 pages 9781510629677 Tescher, Andrew G.
List Price 140

APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11139
Held 13-14 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 364 pages 9781510629714 Zelinski, Michael E.
List Price 110

COUNTERTERRORISM, CRIME FIGHTING, FORENSICS, AND SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGIES III
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11166
Softcover 314 pages 9781510630352 Bouma, Henri
List Price 110

DEVELOPMENTS IN X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY XII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11113
Held 13-15 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 520 pages 9781510629196 Muller, Bert
List Price 125

ELECTRO-OPTICAL REMOTE SENSING XIII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11160
Softcover 222 pages 9781510630239 Kamerman, Gary W.
List Price 110

FOURTEENTH SCHOOL ON ACOUSTO-OPTICS AND APPLICATIONS
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11210
Held 24-27 June 2019, Torun, Poland.
Softcover 214 pages 9781510631830 GruIkowski, Ireneusz
List Price 110
HARD X-RAY, GAMMA-RAY, AND NEUTRON DETECTOR PHYSICS XXI
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11114
Held 12-14 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 344 pages 9781510629219 James, Ralph B.
List Price 110

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY 2019
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11147
Held 16-19 September 2019, Monterey, California, USA. At SPIE Photomask Technology + EUV Lithography.
Softcover 344 pages 9781510629974 Itani, Toshiro
List Price 110

LASER COMMUNICATION AND PROPAGATION THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE AND OCEANS VIII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11133
Held 13-15 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 242 pages 9781510629592 Bos, Jeremy P.
List Price 110

NINTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PRECISION MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11343
Held 18-21 October 2019, Chongqing, China.
Softcover 544 pages 9781510634589 You, Zheng
List Price 125

OPTICAL MATERIALS AND BIOMATERIALS IN SECURITY AND DEFENCE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY XVI
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11165
Softcover 36 pages 9781510630338 Zamboni, Roberto
List Price 40

OPTICS AND PHOTONICS FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING XIII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11136
Held 13-14 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 302 pages 9781510629653 Iftekharuddin, Khan M.
List Price 110

OPTIFAB 2019
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11175
Held 14-17 October 2019, Rochester, New York, USA. At SPIE Optifab.
Softcover 416 pages 9781510630635 Unger, Blair L.
List Price 125

OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES AND INTEGRATION VIII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11184
Held 22-23 October 2019, Hangzhou, China. At SPIE/COS Photonics Asia.
Softcover 232 pages 9781510630857 Zhang, Xuping
List Price 110

PHOTONICS APPLICATIONS IN ASTRONOMY, COMMUNICATIONS, INDUSTRY, AND HIGH-ENERGY PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS 2019 (3 PARTS)
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11176
Held 26 May - 2 June 2019, Wilga, Poland.
Softcover 1,908 pages 9781510630659 Romaniuk, Ryszard S.
List Price 225
POLARIZATION SCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING IX
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11132
Held 14-15 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 250 pages 9781510629578 Craven, Julia M.
List Price 110

QUANTUM COMMUNICATIONS AND QUANTUM IMAGING XVII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11134
Held 11-12 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 126 pages 9781510629615 Deacon, Keith S.
List Price 90

REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS IV
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11157
Softcover 210 pages 9781510630178 Erbertseder, Thilo
List Price 110

SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS AND APPLICATIONS IX
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11182
Held 21-23 October 2019, Hangzhou, China. At SPIE/COS Photonics Asia.
Softcover 204 pages 9781510630819 Zhu, Ning Hua
List Price 110

SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC ENGINEERING (ICOPEN 2019)
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11205
Held 16-20 July 2019, Phuket, Thailand.
Softcover 556 pages 9781510631595 Asundi, Anand
List Price 125

SIXTH GEOINFORMATION SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11311
Softcover 260 pages 9781510633896 Wibowo, Sandy Budi
List Price 110

TENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THIN FILM PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS (TFPA 2019)
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11064
Softcover 290 pages 9781510628182 Chu, Junhao
List Price 110

WAVELETS AND SPARSITY XVIII
Proceedings of SPIE Volume 11138
Held 13-15 August 2019, San Diego, California, USA. At SPIE Optical Engineering + Applications.
Softcover 498 pages 9781510629691 Van De Ville, Dimitri
List Price 125

Utrecht University:

I° WORKSHOP, INTERNATIONAL. 12TH 2019. (ISTAR 2019)
Held 4 November 2019, Salvador, Brazil.
Softcover 120(approx) pages 9781510898042 Pimental, J. et al.
List Price 90